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Repeated words are produced with reduced prominence compared to words that are new to a 
discourse. Lam & Watson (2010) argue that this effect is due to priming in the production 
system; however, the locus of the repetition effect remains unresolved. Repetition reduction 
could be due to repetition at the message level, such as repeated mention of a referent, or 
repetition at the word level, such as repetition of words.  
 
In this study, we explore the repetition effect by testing whether repetition reduction is due to 
repeated mention of a referent, independent of the form of the referring expression, or due to 
repetition of a referential form, independent of the intended referent.  
 
Participants were asked to describe two events involving characters depicted on a computer 
display. Participants were told that they would be describing people moving between training 
centers for various occupations.  Occupations were indicated by the character’s uniforms. 
The participant described the events by saying “the occupation is leaving A … the occupation 
is leaving B.” The critical word is the occupation in the second leaving event. Each job was 
used as the target of the second event exactly twice during over the course of the experiment.  
 
We manipulated two factors: Repeated mention of the person and repeated mention of the job 
name (See Example 1). If repetition reduction arises from repetition of the referent regardless 
of the referring expression used, then repetition of a referent should lead reduction even when 
the occupation has changed. If repetition reduction is due to repetition of the referring 
expression, then any repetition of the occupation name should lead to reduction, even when 
the referent has changed. 
 
The data were analyzed using linear mixed effects regression. We report results for intensity 
and duration. Duration showed an effect of repeating the name (p<0.01), but no effect of 
repeating the referent. There was no significant interaction between referent repetition and 
referring expression repetition. Similarly, for intensity, there was only an effect of repetition 
of the name. Repeated names had lower intensity than non-repeated names (p<0.01). Again 
there was no interaction between name and referent repetition.  
 
In summary, both the intensity and duration data suggest that repeated forms, not repeated 
referents are what lead to reduction in prominence. This suggests that reduction is due to 
word level repetition. 
 
Example 1. 
Different people, different job: “The doctor is leaving A. The detective is leaving B.”  
Different people, same job: “The detective is leaving A. The detective is leaving B.”  
Same person, different job: “The doctor is leaving A. The detective is leaving B.” 
Same person, same job: “The detective is leaving A. The detective is leaving B.” 
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